
Social Media Advertising
Our Digital Natives provide key insights 
and solutions for various platforms

Digital Advertising
Direct communication that converts 
qualified customers

A DIGITAL
ADVERTISING
AGENCY

DINSMOOR STRATEGIES
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BENEFITS

Dinsmoor Strategies helps provide real business 
results through our digital campaigns. Our 
expertise allows you to free up your time while 
also increasing your bottom line. 
  
Our number one priority is to form a transparent 
partnership focused on achieving your business 
goals. We provide unique, creative strategies 
informed by research. Utilizing expansive thinking, 
honest communication, and measurable results, 
our team helps point your compass in the right 
direction.

• Professional and collaborative relationship
• Greater continuity in your advertising
• Provides a team of six unique, expert professionals
• Fresh ideas from a creative, strategic, and growth-

oriented group
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Digital Strategy
A customized digital strategy built 
around your business goals
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Creative Support
Graphics and copy to support your paid 
digital advertising
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Track & Report Analytics
Communicate key analytics and track 
digital advertising spending

Video Production
Dynamic video content to keep your 
audience engaged
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Moving your business forward through 
strategic digital advertising.

Lisa@LisaDavidOlson.com

Lisa David Olson

Maximizing a group’s 
creative potential

The Choice of Humor

A project in bravery

The Power of Permission

Laugh For The Health of It

LinkedIn Facebook Instagram

iTunes Amazon

Surviving a traumatic childhood and entering the adult 
world before she could drive has given Lisa a unique 
set of skills for learning, teaching and thriving.

A business humorist and TEDx speaker, Lisa delivers 
high-energy presentations that challenge people to 
redefine their own brand of creativity.  audiences love 
her practical strategies which can be applied personally 
and professionally.

Why Not?

Creativity Redux

Two decades of performing and running a comedy troupe set 
the groundwork for a “What If    Why Not” philosophy. the 
core of Lisa’s methods and techniques give persmission to 
think differently and unleash creativity.
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Traumedy™

Author

Peformer

PodcasterPodcaster

 Speaker


